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Design of Reinforced Concrete, 10th Edition by Jack McCormac and Russell Brown, introduces
the fundamentals of reinforced concrete design in a clear and comprehensive manner and
grounded in the basic principles of mechanics of solids. Students build on their understanding of
basic mechanics to learn new concepts such as compressive stress and strain in concrete,
while applying current ACI Code.

...insightfully assesses the ability of those at the bottom of the heap to mount an effective
resistance for environmental justice.—Environment—...An indispensable book for anyone
interested in waste...or the continued effects of racism and classism in American society.—The
Public Historian—ReviewThis is one of the most thoughtful and best-written works ever
produced on environmental justice and injustice.―William R. Freudenburg, Professor of Rural
Sociology and Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin MadisonAbout the AuthorDavid
Naguib Pellow is Don A. Martindale Endowed Chair in Sociology at the University of Minnesota.
Among his books are the award-winning Garbage Wars: The Struggle for Environmental Justice
in Chicago (MIT Press, 2002) and Power, Justice, and the Environment: A Critical Appraisal of
the Environmental Justice Movement (coedited with Robert Brulle; MIT Press, 2005.)Read more
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Shawn Morris, “Civil Student Satisfied with Order. I rented this book brand new, came in about a
week (took a little longer than I expected). It was a little expensive for my liking. However, The
book was very useful in my Concrete Design class. Really good examples within the book, and
its easy to read.”

Billy, “Very useful, Jack really shows well thought out steps for .... Had this book for my RC class.
Very useful, Jack really shows well thought out steps for example problems. I'm a very visual
person and so the way the problems were laid out and solved really helped me pass the class.
And he goes straight to the point when it comes to the conceptual stuff.”

Nelson Ouzts, “.. Good book for introduction of all things of reinforced concrete.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Dilivered. Thank you.”

Alexa, “Good. Good condition.”

Ebook Library Reader, “I like the way they explain the concepts. I like the way they explain the
concepts. I have other concrete books, but I always come back to this one.”

Hanson, “College. College”

The book by Richard Appleton has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 93 people have provided feedback.
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